
1. THE FLW GUIDELINES SHALL APPLY TO ALL PAX ARRIVING ON INTL FLIGHTS
   I. IF BODY TEMPERATURE IS NOT ABOVE 37.5°C (99.5°F); DO NOT HAVE A PERSISTENT COUGH, DIFFICULTY IN BREATHING OR OTHER FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS; HAVE NEGATIVE PCR BASED COVID – 19 TEST CARRIED OUT WITHIN 96 HOURS BEFORE TRAVEL AND ARE FROM APPROVED STATES SHALL BE EXEMPT FROM QUARANTINE.
   II. THE LIST OF APPROVED STATES CAN BE ACCESSED FM KCAA WEBSITE HTTPS://WWW.KCAA.OR.KE/QUARANTINE-EXEMPTED-STATES
   III. THE MANDATORY MINISTRY OF HEALTH TRAVELLERS HEALTH SERVICE ONLINE FORM MUST BE FILLED AND SUBMITTED PRIOR TO TRAVEL.
   IV. THE ONLINE FORM CAN BE ACCESSED FM THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH WEBSITE HTTPS://BIT.LY/COVID19 MOH
   V. PAX THAT DO NOT HAVE NEGATIVE COVID-19 PCR TESTS MUST BE RETURNED BY THE AIRLINE TO THEIR EMBARKATION POINT OR IF APPROVED BY PORT HEALTH, THE PAX MAY ENTER INTO MANDATORY QUARANTINE AT THE AIRLINES COST AT GOVERNMENT DESIGNATED FACILITIES THAT INCLUDE AN APPROVED LIST OF HOTELS.

2. ALL FLIGHT CREWS, AIR OPERATORS AND THEIR PAX ARE ADZ TO STRICTLY FLW COVID-19 PREVENTION PROTOCOLS AT ALL AIRPORTS AND INSIDE THE ACFT.